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For the complete ”Cobra“-
Range from 150 - 560 mm 
see page 75

patented

87 01 560

87 01 400

87 KNIPEX-"Cobra" XL/XXL, Pipe Wrenches and Water Pump Pliers

� Pipe Wrench and Water Pump
Plier in one tool 

� self-locking on pipes and nuts:
no slipping on the workpiece;
low handforce required 

� fast and firm adjustment
directly on the workpiece 

Article-No. 9 EAN- 9 Head 9 Handles 9Working capacities �

Lenth Code for pipes for nuts
mm 4003773- Inch mm (across flats) g

87 01 400 005636 polished plastic coated 3 1/2 95 1190
87 01 560 044321 4 1/2 120 2760

“Cobra XXL” - Water Pump
Plier and Pipe Wrench in
one tool. The optimized jaw
design grips nuts and pipes
up to 4 1/2“ with a weight
and size of a 2“ Pipe Wrench.
Besides the tremendous
capacity this heavy duty
plier is adjustable quickly,
securely and firmly directly
on the workpiece. 

� no unintentional shifting 
� non-slip joint 
� fine adjustment 
� optimum lever action 
� can be used as a wrench in a lot

of situations 

� gripping surfaces with special
hardened teeth, teeth hardness
approx. 61 HRC: low wear and
secure gripping 

� Chrome Vanadium electric steel,
oil-hardened and tempered

Fine adjustment by pushing a 
button: quick and comfortable

Optimized shape of jaws for gripping
pipes and nuts

87 01 560: Jaw-capacity for pipes up
to 4 1/2“ at a weight and length of a
2“ Pipe Wrench

Fast and firm adjustment directly on the workpiece Self-locking on pipes and nuts. No slipping on the workpiece and less handforce
required

Model 87 01 400:
� capacity of jaws for pipes up

to 3 1/2" at a total length of a
1 1/2" Pipe Wrench 

� 20% less weight than a 
1 1/2“ Pipe Wrench 

� 27 adjustment positions

Model 87 01 560:
� capacity of jaws for pipes up

to 4 1/2" at a total length of 
a 2" Pipe Wrench 

� 40% less weight than 
comparable Pipe Wrenches

� 20 adjustment positions




